
Y1

The sounds /f/, /l/, /s/, /z/ and /k/ spelt ff, ll, 
ss, zz and ck. 

/f/ eg. puff, off, fluff, huff
/l/ e,g full, till, bell, skill

/s/ eg. dress, class, glass, miss
/z/ eg. buzz, whizz, as, us, has
/k/ eg. back, neck, click, suck

The /ŋ/ 
sound 
spelt n 
before k

bank
honk
tank
trunk

Division of words into syllables 
Each syllable is like a ‘beat’ in the 

spoken word. Words of more 
than one syllable often have an 
unstressed syllable in which the 

vowel sound is unclear.
Example words:

pocket, rabbit, carrot
thunder, sunset

tch                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Usually after a 

single vowel letter 
catch kitchen hutch 

ditch                 
Exceptions: rich 

which much such

The /v/ sound at 
the end of words   

give
live
love
dove

Adding s and es to words (plural of
nouns and the third person singular

of verbs)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
flowers
boxes

lunches
apples

Adding the endings –ing, –ed  to verbs 
where no change is needed to the root 

word                                                  
hunting 
buzzing

jumping jumped
walking walked

Adding –er and –est to adjectives
where no change is needed to the root
word                                                            

fresher quicker freshest quickest

New consonant 
spellings ph and wh                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

dolphin phonics when 
which

Vowel digraphs and trigraphs                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           **TAUGHT IN SEQUENCE IN SPELLING SHED**

Prefix 'un'     
unhappy unload 

undo unfair unlock 

*NOT TAUGHT IN 
SPELLING SHED*

Compound words 
football 

playground 
farmyard bedroom 
blackberry     *NOT 

TAUGHT IN 
SPELLING SHED*

Common 
exception words              

*NOT TAUGHT IN 
SPELLING SHED*

**NOT IN SPELLING SHED** The 

/aɪ/ 
sou
nd 
spe
lt –
y at 
the 
end 
of 
wor
ds

oi Ay oy a-e e-e i-e o-e U-e ar ee ea (/i:/) ea (/ɛ/) er (/ɜ:/) er (/ə/) ir ur oo (/u:/) oo (/ʊ/) oa oe ou ow (/aʊ/) ow (/əʊ/) Ue ew ie (/aɪ/) ie (/i:/) igh or ore aw au air ear ear (/ɛə/) are (/ɛə/)

Y2

The /dʒ/ sound spelt as ge and dge 
at the end of words, and 

sometimes spelt as g elsewhere in 
words before e, i and y                               

badge edge bridge dodge age huge 
change gem giant magic

The /s/ sound spelt 
c before e, i and y 

race ice cell city

The /n/ sound spelt kn and (less
often) gn at the beginning of 
words                                            

knock know gnaw gnat

The /r/ sound 
spelt wr at the 

beginning of words 
write written wrong 

wrap

The /l/ or /əl/ 
sound spelt –le at 
the end of words 
table apple bottle 

middle

The /l/ or /əl/ 
sound spelt –el at 
the end of words 
camel tunnel travel 

towel

The /l/ or /əl/ 
sound spelt –al at 
the end of words 
medal pedal capital 

hospital

Words ending –il 
pencil fossil nostril 

pupil

The /aɪ/ sound 
spelt –y at the end 
of words                

cry fly dry try

Adding -es to 
nouns and verbs 

ending in y                           
flies tries replies cries

Adding the endings – ing, –ed, –er, –est and –y to words 
ending in –e with a consonant before it                      

copied happier angriest funnier

Adding the endings –ing, –ed, –er, 
– est and –y to words ending in –e 

with a consonant before it      
hiking shining surprising joking 

Adding –ing, –ed, –er, –est and –y to
words of one syllable ending in a 

single consonant letter after a single 
vowel letter                                 patting 

patted sadder saddest

The /ɔ:/ sound spelt a 
before l and ll               

all ball call walk

The /ʌ/ sound spelt o       
other brother mother nothing

The /i:/ sound spelt –ey key               
donkey monkey chimney

The /ɒ/ sound spelt a after w and 
qu   (words with letter a after w 

and qu)                                                     
want watch wander warm quack 

quantity

The /ɜ:/ sound spelt or after 
w (/er/ sound spelt o, or, ar 
war warm towards **SPELLING 

SHED GROUPS THESE 
DIFFERENTLY BUT THE 

SPELLINGS ARE COVERED**

The /ʒ/ sound spelt s television 
treasure usual measure

The suffixes –
ment, –ness, –ful , 

– less and ‘-ly’ 
payment careful 

darkness useless                  
** ly TAUGHT IN 
SPELLING SHED 

Y3**

Contractions             
can't didn't hasn't 

couldn't

Possessive 
Apostrophes 

(singular nouns) 
Megan's Ravi's 

**NOT IN SPELLING 
SHED** 

Words ending in –
tion                  
station fiction 
motion nation

Homophones and 
near-homophones 

there their quite 
quiet

Common 
exception words 

**TAUGHT IN 
SPELLING SHED** 

except Mr, Mrs, 
parents, Christmas

Y3

Y1 Revision 
/ow/ spelled 

ou           
mouth around 

spout sound

/u/ spelled 
ou              

touch double 
country trouble

/i/ spelled 
y             

myth gym 
Egypt 

pyramid

Words with endings 

sounding like /ʒə/ 
(/ze/ spelt sure) 
measure treasure 

pleasure enclosure 

Words with endings 

sounding like /tʃə/ (/ch/ 
spelt ture)                           
creature furniture picture 

nature

Prefix 're'                 
redo refresh return 

reappear

Prefix 'dis'      
disagree disappoint 

disobey disable

Prefix 'mis' 
misbehave mislead 

misspell mistake

Adding suffixes 
beginning with
vowel letters to 
words of more 

than
one syllable - ing 

er ed               
gardening gardener 

limited

Adding suffixes beginning with vowel letters to words of 
more than one syllable. If

the last syllable of a word is stressed and ends with one 
consonant letter which has just one vowel

letter before it, the final consonant letter is doubled.                        
forgetting committed preferred

Y1 Revision                      
/a/ spelt ai            

straight painter fainted 
waist

The long /a/ vowel 
sound spelled ei and 
eigh                           

vein weigh eight 
neighbour

The long /a/ vowel 
sound spelled ey 
obey prey survey 

convey

The suffix –ly - no 
change to root 

word              
calmly exactly 
deadly bravely

Homophones or 
near 

homophones 
great grate groan 
grown main mane

**Y2 
REVISION**        

The /l/ or /əl/ 
sound spelt –
al at the end 

of words 
arrival burial 

comical 
emotional

**Y2 REVISION**     

The /l/ or /əl/ 
sound spelt –le at 

the end of words                 
battle article struggle 

possible

 Adding the suffix 
‘–ly’ when the 
root word ends 

in ‘-le’ then the ‘-
le’ is changed to 

‘-ly                             
gently            simply 

humbly nobly

Adding the suffix ‘-
ally’ which is used 

instead of ‘-ly’ 
when the root 

word ends in ‘–ic 
basically magically 

dramatically 
historically

Adding the 
suffix –ly. 

Words which 
do not follow 

the rules             
truly duly 

publicly daily

Words ending in ‘-er’ 
when the root word 

ends in (t)ch         teacher 
catcher richer stretcher

 Words with the /k/ 
sound spelled ‘ch.’ 
These words have 
their origins in the 

Greek
language              

scheme chorus chemist 
echo

 Words ending 
with the /g/ sound 

spelt ‘–gue’  
French in origin            

vague league plague 
tongue

Words ending 
with the /k/ 

sound spelt ‘–
que.’ French in 

origin        
antique unique 
mosque plaque

Words with the /s/ 
sound spelt ’sc’  Latin in 
its origin                 science 

scene discipline fascinate

Prefix 'bi' meaning 
two                   bicycle 

biplane bicentennial 

biped **NOT PART 
OF Y3 or Y4 NC**

Homophones or 
near homphones 
bawl ball bury berry 

brake break

Possessive 
apostrophe with 

plural words 
**NOT IN 

SPELLING SHED**

Statutory Word 
List **INCLUDED 

IN SPELLING 
SHED**

Statutory Word 
List                 

**NOT IN 
SPELLING SHED** 

difficult eighth 
forward(s) guide 
important length 

perhaps

Revise Y2 and Y1 
sequences as 

necessary

Y4

Homophones or 
Near Homophones    
accept except knot not 

peace piece

Prefixes 'in' 
meaning not  

inactive 
incorrect 
invisible 
insecure

Prefix 'il'  
meaning not 

used with root 
word starting 

with l         illegal 
illegible

Prefix 'im' 
meaning not 

used with root 
word starting m 

or p           
immature 

Prefix ir meaning 
not used with root 

words starting r 
irregular irrelevant

Prefix sub meaning 
under      submarine 

subway subject 
submerge

Prefix inter 
meaning between 

or among     
interact intercity 

international 
interfere

Suffix 'ation' 
Added to verbs to 
form nouns.  Rules 

already learned 
information 

sensation

Suffix 'ly' Remembering: words ending 
in 'y' become 'ily' words ending 'le' 

become 'ly' and words ending 'l' 
become 'ly' 

Word with the ’sh’ 
sound spelled ch.  

French in origin.                   
chef chalet brochure

Suffix ‘–sion.’ When root word ends in ’d,’ 
‘de’ or ‘se’  the suffix ’-ion’ needs

to be ‘-sion.’                                        expansion 
extension comprehension tension

Suffix –'ous.’ Sometimes the root word is obvious 
and the usual rules apply for

adding suffixes beginning with vowel letters. 
Sometimes there is no obvious root word

poisonous dangerous

Suffix ‘-ous.’ The final ‘e’ of 
the root word must be kept 
if the sound of ‘g’ is to be 

kept.                                  
courageous outrageous

Suffix ‘-ous’. If there is an ‘ee’ 
sound before the ’-ous’ ending, it is

usually spelled as i, but a few 
words have e.                                         

serious obvious curious hideous

**REVISION**                      
'ee' sound spelt with 'I' 

merriment happiness plentiful

**REVISION**         
'au' digraph      

naughty fraught 
caught automatic

Suffix 'tion' 
when root ends 
in 'te' or 't'        

invention injection 
action hesitation

Suffix 'ssion' when root 
ends in 'ss' or 'mit' 
admission omission 

expression discussion

Suffix 'cian' used 
instead of 'sion' when 

root word ends in 'c' or 
'cs'                                                              

musician electrician 
magician politician

Homphones 
and near 

homophones 
scene seen 

whose who's

**Y2 REVISION** 
's' sound spelt 'c' 
before 'I' and 'e' 

circle century 
princess voice

Prefixes 'super', 'anti' and 'auto' 
supermarket antiseptic automatic

**Y3 REVISION**  
Prefix 'bi' meaning 

two                   
bicycle biplane 

bicentennial biped 

Possessive 
apostrophe with 

plural words 
**NOT IN 

SPELLING SHED**

Statutory Word 
List **INCLUDED 

IN SPELLING 
SHED**

Statutory Word List                       **NOT 
IN SPELLING SHED**          busy position 
pressure purpose question special strange

Y5
Suffix 'ious' or 'tious'          

ambitious infectious 
curious devious

Suffix 'cious' when 
root word ends 'ce'            

delicious atrocious 
conscious ferocious

Suffix 'cial' 
and 

exceptions               
official special    

Suffix 'tial' 
and 

exceptions 
potential 
essential 

substantial 
influential

Suffix 'ant' 
abundant brilliant 

constant distant

Suffix 'ance' and 
'ancy'   abundance 
brilliance hesitancy  

vacancy 

Suffix 'ent' and 
'ence'         

innocence decent 
emergent confidence

Suffix 'able' and 
'ible'       dependable 
comfortable possible 

horrible

Suffix 'ably' and 
'ibly'             reliably 
dependably horribly 

terribly

Suffix 'able'  If this is being added to a root word ending in –
ce or –ge then the e after the c or g is kept other wise they 

would be said with their hard sounds as in cap and
gap                                                                            changeable 

noticeable manageable agreeable

Adding suffixes beginning with vowel letters to 
words ending in –fer.

The r is doubled if the –fer is still stressed when the 
ending is added. If the –fer is not stressed

then the r isn’t doubled                                 referring 
preferred difference inference

Words with silent 
letters at the 

beginning             
knight wreckage writer 

knowledge

Words with 
silent letters 
(not at the 

beginning) island 
doubt lamb 

solemn

Words spelt 'ie' after c 
ancient science species 

efficient

Words spelt 'ei' 
after c (and 

exceptions)         
deceive conceive 
receive perceive

Words containing 
letter string 

'ough' bought 
thought fought 

ought

Homophones and 
near homophones 
advice advise device 

devise

Use of hyphens (where 
prefix ends in a vowel and 

root word begins with a 
vowel)                               co-
ordinate co-operate re-enter 

re-examine 

** SPELLING SHED 
INCLUDES SEVERAL 

WEEKS OF REVISION**
Statutory Word List

Y6

Statutory Word List 
*SPELLING SHED 

revises all the words 
in the Y5 program 

and covers the 
remaining statutory 

words*

*NON 
STATUTORY* 

Words with short 
vowel sound 'I' 

spelt 'y' (some of 
the words are 
statutory)         
rhythm system 

physical symbol  

*NON 
STATUTORY* 
Words with 

the long 
vowel sound 

'I' spelt y 
(some of the 

words are 
statutory) 

rhyme occupy 
apply hyphen

*NON 
STATUTORY* 
Prefix 'over' 
overbalance 
overthrow 
overturned 

overcoat

*Y2 REVISION* 
Suffix 'ful'   merciful 

plentiful beautiful 
fearful

*NON 
STATUTORY* 

Words which can 
be verbs and 
nouns           

produce broadcast 
transport silence

*NON 
STATUTORY* 

Words with an 
/oh/ sound spelled 
‘ou’ or ‘ow.’ (some 
of these words are 
statutory words) 
shoulder smoulder 

mould thrown

*NON 
STATUTORY* 

Words with a soft 
'c' spelt 'ce' (some 
of the words are 

statutory) prejudice 
nuisance hindrance 

sacrifice

*REVISION* Prefix 
'dis' (Y3), 'un' (Y1), 
'im' (Y4) and 'over' 
(Y6 non statutory) 
disappointed unsure 
overseas impatient 

* Y1 REVISION* 
Words with the /f/ 

sound spelt ph                      
graph pheasant 

phone photo

*NON 
STATUTORY* 

Words with origins 
in other countries 

(includes 
'restaurant' a 

statutory word) 
hoist easel pyjamas

*NON 
STATUTORY* 
Words with 

unstressed vowel 
sounds (includes 
statutory words) 

explanatory 
environment 

secretary definitely

* Y5 REVISION*     
Suffix 'cial'                                         

antisocial official 
superficial special

*Y5 REVISION* Suffix 
'tial'              influential 

martial spatial partial

*NON STATUTORY* 
Words with 'acc' at 

the beginning 
(includes statutory 
words)     accompany 
accommodate access 

accuse

*Y5 REVISION* 
Suffix 'ably' 
changeably 
noticeably 

dependably 
comfortably

*Y5 REVISION* 
Suffix 'ible' 

reversible 
incredible possible 

horrible

*Y5 
REVISION* 
Suffix 'ibly' 

reversibly 
possibly 

responsibly 
horribly

*Y5 REVISION* 
Suffix 'ent' and 

'ence'           excellent 
excellence silent 

silence

*NON 
STATUTORY* 

Words ending 
'er', 'or', 'ar' 

computer superior 
calendar

Although not part of 
statutory spelling 

requirements, 
children should  

know the meaning of 
grammar vocabulary.  
Spelling Shed covers 
this in Y6 lists 35 and 

36


